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AN ANALOGUE OF A RESULT OF CARATHfZODORY*)
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

C. CARATH£ODORY has shown [3] that there exists a Lebesgue measurable function/,
/ : R -> R (R the set of real numbers) such that m({x el; f(x) e J}) > 0 for each
non-empty open interval J and each set J of positive Lebesgue measure. Here m
denotes Lebesgue measure. S. BERMAN [2] has arrived at the same result using
probabilistic methods.
The purpose of this note is to prove an analogue of the above mentioned result
of Caratheodory by considering sets of the second Baire category rather than sets of
positive Lebesgue measure. Specifically we will prove that there exists a Lebesgue
measurable function g, g : R -* R such that {x e I; g(x) e J} is a set of the second
Baire category in R for each non-empty open interval I and each set J which is of the
second category (in the sense of Baire) in R.
The current author [4], using techniques of A. ABIAN [1], has proved the following

Theorem A. Let P be a set, P = c (c an infinite cardinal). Suppose Si is a collection of at most c subsets of P, each having c elements. Suppose further that 3S
is a collection of subsets of P such that if B a P with Q n B =t= 0, VQ e 21, then
Be$l. Then P can be written as the union of l-many disjoint sets in 3$ for each
cardinal number I, I ^ c.
Here, and later in our work, we identify every cardinal I with the set of all ordinals
preceding I (i.e. all ordinals having cardinal number less than I). Thus I is a wellordered set.
The following corollary, an application of Theorem A, will be useful later in our
work.
Corollary. Let P be a set of the second Baire category in R, the real line. Let c
be the cardinal of the continuum and let i be any positive cardinal such that I ^ c.
*) This research was supported by the Republican Council for Scientific Work of Bosna and
Hercegovina.
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Then P can be expressed as a union of t-many pairwise disjoint subsets Bj of P,
where Bj is of the second Baire category in R / o r every j < k.
For the p r o o f of this corollary see [4].
2. RESULTS

The following lemma will be essential to the construction of the function g mentioned in the introduction.
Lemma. Let {/„}£= i denote the collection of non-empty open intervals with
rational endpoints. Then there exists a sequence {Dn}n=i of subsets of R with the
following properties:
1) Dn is of the second Baire category for each n.
2) m(Dn) = 0 for each n.
3) Dn a In for each n.
4) DnnDm = 0 if n * m.
n

5) (R\

U &i) n J

ls

°f the second Baire category VJ, a non-empty open inter-

»=i

val, and Vw.
Proof. The sequence {Dn}n=i will be constructed inductively. First we construct
Dt. Suppose Ix = (au b^, at < bl9 aY and bY rational numbers. There exists a set
D\ a IX such that
m(D\) = 0,
D\ is of the second Baire category in R,
I! \ D\ is of the first Baire category in R.
(See [5], page 4.) Notice that D\ fails to satisfy property 5). We will use Theorem A
to partition D\ into the union of two sets D\ and D3 each satisfying the five given
properties. To see this let
& = {B; B cz D\ and B n J is of the second category VJ ,
a non-empty open sub-interval of Ix}
and
00

2, = {(R \ [j F^) n J n D\9 where each Ft is closed and
»=i

nowhere dense and J is an open non-empty sub-interval o f / j .
Then D\ = c (the cardinal of the continuum), 1 ^ c and Q -= c for every Q e 2,
(as each Q is of the second category due to the properties of D\). Further, i f 5 c D}
and B n Q # 0 for every Q e 2 then B e @. To see this suppose that B n J is of the
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first category for some J fa non-empty open sub-interval of It). Then B n J = [) X(
oo

i= 1

(with each Xt nowhere dense) or B n J c [) C1(X,:), which implies (B n J) n
i=l

oo

n (R \ U I\) = 0> where Ff = Cl^,-) is closed and nowhere dense. This contradicts
i=l

the fact that B n Q 4= 0 for every Q e l
Therefore, by Theorem A with I = 2 we obtain D\ = D\\J D\ with D\ n D\ -= 0,
and D\, D\e0& (i.e. D2 anc * D\ each have second category intersection with each
non-empty open sub-interval of Ix).
Take Dt = D2- Then clearly D1 satisfies 1), 2), 3), and 5). Suppose now that
Dl9 D2,..., Dn (n *> 1) satisfy properties 1), 2), 3), 4), and 5). We proceed to construct Dn+1. If IM+i = (an+1, bn+1), where an+1 < bn+1 and an+1, bn+1 are rational
numbers, then there exists a set D\+1 c= IM+1 such that
m(DJ +1 ) = 0,
D\+1 is of the second Baire category in R,
I„+1 \ D\+1 is of the first Baire category in R.
n

The set (D" +1 n J) n (R \ U &i) *s of the second Baire category for each non-empty
i = 1

n

n

open sub-interval J of In+1, since ( R \ [j Dt) n J and (J\ Di+1) n ( R \ y Df) are
i=i

i=i

respectively of the second and first Baire category for each non-empty open subinterval J of In+1.
n

Set D2+1 = D"+1

n

( R x U #i)> then we have

m(Dn2+1) = 0,
Dn2+1
D2+1
+x

D2
ofI n + 1 .

czln+1,
nDt = 0, 1 e { l , 2 , . . . , n},
n J is of the second Baire category for each non-empty open sub-interval J

By the argument (using Theorem A) in the n = 1 part of the proof, D2+1
partitioned into the disjoint union of two sets.

can

be

Dn3+1 and Dn4+1, such that
Dn+1 n J is of the second Baire category for each non-empty open sub-interval J
of In+1, where i = 3, 4.
Set Dn+1 = D3+1, then m(Dn+1) = 0, Dn+1 is of the second Baire category,
A,+i C U and Dn+1 n Df = 0 for every
ie{l,2,'...,n}.
Furthermore, if J is a non-empty open interval, then

(R\ \JDi)nJ
i=l
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= (R\

\JDi)n(R\Dn+1)nJzD
i=l

(RЧU->I)П{(RN/.+1)UD1І

+1

}Г>J =

i=l

= (Dl

+1

n J) u {(R\ U Dt) n (R\7„ + 1 ) n J} ,
i=l

is a set of the second Baire category. Therefore the sets Dl9 D2, ..., Dn, Dn+i satisfy
properties 1), 2), 3), 4), and 5) and the proof of the lemma is complete.
We now proceed to the proof of the existence of a function g with the properties
mentioned in our introduction.
Theorem. There exists a Lebesgue measurable Junction g, g : R -> R such that
{x e I; g(x) G J} is a set of the second Baire category in Rfor each non-empty open
interval I and each set J which is of the second Baire category in R.
Proof. There exists a sequence of sets {Dn}n=1 satisfying the five properties men
tioned in the last lemma. By Corollary in the introduction we can express Dn as
Dn = lj Dn j , where each set Dn j is of the second Baire category in R and such
j<c

that the sets {DnJ}j<c are pairwise disjoint. Here c denotes the cardinal of the
continuum. Let {aj}J<c be an enumeration (i.e. a well-ordering) of R. Define g(x) = aj
00

00

for each x e (j Dn j and g(x) = 0 for each x £ (j Dn. Then g satisfies the requirements
«=i

'

n=l

of our theorem, in fact {x e I; g(x) = y} is a set of the second Baire category in R
for each real number y and each non-empty open interval I. The function g is clearly
measurable as each set Dn has Lebesgue measure zero.
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